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Introduction to GeoRePORT

https://openei.org/wiki/GeoRePORT
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GeoRePORT
Background and Overview

• Developed to help DOE’s GTO track and 
measure project progress, the impact of 
geothermal R&D funding, and to communicate 
with stakeholders.
– Tool development led by NREL and LBNL
– Users: geothermal experts
– Audience: non-technical stakeholders

• Provides uniform assessment criteria for 
resource grades and developmental phases of 
geothermal projects. 
– Provides consistency in reporting
– Not a prescription for exploration/development 
– Not a replacement for conceptual or reservoir 

models and geothermal expertise



GeoRePORT Methodology
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• The resource-grade system provides information 
on the character of a geothermal resource

• Resource character is a function of its geological, 
technical, and socio-economic attributes

• 3 attributes encompass 12 sub-attributes
– Developed with heavy industry input

– Designed for continuous update throughout a 
project lifetime

• 3 protocols available for download on 
GeoRePORT website: 
https://openei.org/wiki/GeoRePORT/Protocol#top

– Geologic Assessment Tool (GAT)

– Technical Assessment Tool (TAT)

– Socio-economic Assessment Tool (SEAT)

Methodology:
Resource Grade

https://openei.org/wiki/GeoRePORT/Protocol#top
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Methodology:
Resource Grade

• In addition to character, GeoRePORT grading system also reports on what is 
known about the quality of the data collected. 

• For the geological attributes, uncertainty in the reported data addressed by:
– The activities conducted to measure each attribute
– The execution of such activities (how well the activity was executed)

• Execution indices do not apply to all technical and socio-economic attributes.

Activity index example: Temperature 
A Measured temperatures: Downhole temperature probe readings (well[s] drilled into reservoir)
B Estimated temperatures: Geothermometry (geothermal brines and gases)
C Estimated temperatures: Geothermometry (immature or mixed fluids, inconsistent results 

between geothermometers) 
D Extrapolated temperature: Thermal gradient holes (TGHs) /well(s), alteration mineral 

assemblages, stable isotopes, fluid inclusion data 
E Regional heat flow data
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• Users can report on incremental 
project readiness level. 

• As projects progress, they pass 
through activity thresholds, which 
are minimum activities required to 
qualify for the next category. 

• Like the resource grade, project 
readiness reporting designed to be 
updated throughout the project 
lifetime.

Methodology: 
Project Readiness Level
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Methodology: 
Case Studies

• Spreadsheet tool facilitates 
reporting using the GAT, 
TAT and SEAT protocol 
(https://openei.org/wiki/G
eoRePORT/Protocol#top)

• Case study data collected 
using best practices 
outlined in the protocol 
documents

– Maximum input from site 
experts

– Publicly available 
information (OpenEI, 
NGDR, Geothermal 
Prospector, lit. reviews)

https://openei.org/wiki/GeoRePORT/Protocol#top
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Thanks to our partners

DOE GTO team, plus:
Adam Brandt
Greg Nash
David Meade
Andy Sabin
Joe Iovenitti
Bernie Carl 
Dick Benoit
…and many others



GeoRePORT Case Study Results
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GeoRePORT Case Study Analysis: 
Discussion
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Coso Chena HS Dixie Valley WSMR

Discussion: 
Character Grade & Project Readiness
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Discussion: Grade & Activity Levels

Geological Attributes Technical Attributes



GeoRePORT Case Study 
Analysis: Conclusions
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Conclusions 
& Future Work

• Four case studies illustrate:
– The ability of GeoRePORT to succinctly provide a project snapshot and tell a story
– The success of GeoRePORT in making explicit the degree of uncertainty in the data, and 

missing data (via activity/execution indices)

• GeoRePORT’s outputs for four case studies reveal:
– Trends in which data are collected and reported across several projects
– Industry-wide areas for improvement and/or streamlining

• Tool development ongoing
– New insights from case study evaluations and industry feedback
– Future work: add Resource Size Tool, international expansion of socio-economic attributes, 

adapt reporting parameters to EGS and direct use projects, etc.
– More case studies!
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